LIBERAL   REPUBLICANISM
and Lorraine, but their reconquest would be as iniquitous as
the conquest; revenge breeds a noxious odour,1 The solution
is for the two provinces to claim complete self-government,
and perhaps even the right to independence like Switzerland
—nothing more. "A bas la conquSte! " rather than "Vive la
France!" should be the rallying cry,2 and at the same time
(1872) Renouvier points out the danger of trying to find in
an alliance with illiberal Russia an ally for a future war of
revenge : it would be the denial of European morality."
We have dwelt at some length on this aspect of Renouvier's
thought because of its originality: consistent critics of the
national sovereign state are few enough in nineteenth-century
France for their criticisms to be worth a full exposition.
Renouvier, it will be seen, here appears as a disciple of Proudhon
in his insistence on the rationality of juridical federalism on
the Swiss model; in fact he is more thorough and more logical
in his attack on the myth of sovereignty, at least in international
affairs, even though his system of internal government is not,
like Proudhon's, a startling departure from more orthodox
unitary conceptions.
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His worst enemy will scarcely deny to Renouvier a singular
boldness in following out his premises to their conclusions,
however contrary they might be to currently accepted practice
or convention. If logic and intellectual consistency be philo-
sophical virtues, Renouvier deserves a high place among political
thinkers.
His distinct contributions to political thought seem to us to
have been four. He supplied Liberalism, in the first instance,
with an infinitely richer and more coherent philosophy of in-
dividualism than perhaps any other French thinker 4: no one
seems to us to have grasped quite as clearly what was implied,
1	Gritiqne fMlosophlque, 1872, i., p. 174.
2	Ibid., 1874, i., p. 17. The actual terms are those of M. Pillou, Renouvier's
co-editor, with whom he shared the responsibility for all " official" statements
in the review.
3	Ibid., 1872, i., p. 102.
4	Not even Tocqueville, greater as the latter was in his analysis of institutions
and genius for positive construction.
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